INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM
HOLLY and MIKE are watching TV.
HOLLY
What does your roommate do again?
MIKE
He studies internet trends for
different businesses.
Oh cool.

HOLLY
CRAIG bursts in, and straight into the kitchen.
CRAIG (O.S.)
What is this?!
Walks into the living room. He holds up a slab of steak.
MIKE
It's a steak.
CRAIG
You know how I feel about this...
everyone is against meat now! I
can't have it in this house!
He throws it into the garbage.
CRAIG (CONT)
Right, anyone up for a tuna
sandwich?
And goes back to the kitchen.
HOLLY
I thought he said no meat.
MIKE
Right now the trend is pescatarian.
ON HOLLY
INT. APARTMENT - DINING ROOM
Holly and Mike are playing a board game.
Craig bursts in.
CRAIG
All meat... ALL MEAT IS OUT!

He reaches into the fridge and starts throwing all fish
shaped objects.
Holly is confused.
MIKE
Trend is Vegetarian.
EXT. APARTMENT - BALCONY
Holly and Mike are out enjoying some fresh air.
A bag of lettuce exits the apartment and lands at their
feet.
HOLLY
I thought you said he was a
vegetarian.
MIKE
He's a Fruitarian now.
Craig pops his head out.
CRAIG
The animals need to eat, and what do
we do? We take their food as our
own! Selfish, truly selfish!
ON HOLLY
INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM
Holly and Mike are watching TV again.
HOLLY
(shielding her eyes)
OH GOD!
Craig steps in completely naked.
CRAIG
You should be ashamed of yourself,
how many sheep were sheered for your
clothes?! Disgusting!
Struts out.
Vegan.

MIKE
HOLLY
Oh.

EXT. CEMETERY
Mike and Holly are standing over a tombstone.
Holly with tears in her eyes.
HOLLY
What happened?
MIKE
Tried to predict the next trend,
said it was breathing. Harms O-2
molecules.
Holly takes a moment, Mike steps away.
END.

